Quick announcements:

Student Life Office – The Executive Assistant position is posted on the CC website. Please feel free to share with friends, family and/or acquaintances 😊 
https://employment.coloradocollege.edu/postings/6559

From the President’s Office - Please join President Richardson for the President’s Holiday party on Friday, December 16, 2022, at 3:00 – 5:00 pm at the Fine Arts Center, Smith Family Gallery.

Happenings and News:

Arts and Crafts:
The Annual Arts and Crafts Fair will be held on December 2 and 3rd. This year we will once again be working with community artists as well as student artists. I’ve updated our website with all the information here. I just wanted to make sure it was on your radar as well. (Rebecca Parker)

A new program called Arts in the Outdoors is a collaboration between Outdoor Education, Bemis School of Art, and the Arts and Crafts program. The program offers unique experiences for students to engage with the natural environment through an artistic lens. The program focuses on developing artistic skills, knowledge of the outdoors, and ways of looking that shift how we engage with nature. Our first trip was to the paint mines creating small clay sculptures informed by the environment. It was a fun trip, and we captured some great documentation of that I thought that I would share! (Rebecca Parker)
Model United Nations:
On Wednesday, October 26, Model United Nations hosted 'Trivia Night' for all students to attend, play, and enjoy friendly competition. This is the 3rd annual trivia night planned and it drew more than 50 students self-selecting teams from various clubs and organizations. The goal is simply to engage with the CC community in a friendly all-inclusive setting as well as serve as an advertisement for joining Model United Nations team. MUN's Trivia Night works to educate students about worldly issues with an entertaining format. The event consisted of 9 different rounds, including topics such as the UN, current events, pop culture, Shakespearean vocabulary, and more.

MUN members Beatrice Roussell, Nam Ninh, and Emmie Weprin worked to calculate points, read questions, and give answers. After two hours of play, CC's comedy club: 'Sunbutter' team pulled out a win. Following the event, students stayed behind to learn more about CC MUN team and the upcoming conferences. This wildly successful event will have a reprise in the spring. (Sarah Hinkle)

Student Participants
Zoey Roueche '24
Zoraiz Zafar '25
Beatrice Roussell '24
Emmie Weprin '24
Nam Ninh '25
Saigopal Rangaraj '23
Britt Nerad '26
Konoha Tomono-Duval '25
Tahamina Prity '26
Zeke Lloyd '24
Havalin Haskell '26
Jacob Tow '25
Campus Safety Occasional Officer Doug Grimmett was recognized by Coach Mayotte for his decisive response and compassion when interacting with a protester. Doug is pictured with his wife Denise.
Campus Safety interacted with students, staff, and faculty at a POP UP in Worner and across campus with the Bobcat! Kudos to Jon and Andreanna for the decorations and candy with safety messages!

Campus safety conducted a scavenger hunt around campus! Rebecca and Nick from the afternoon shift located a pizza stone!
Competition Highlights:

Alanna Jackson, '23 and Skye McCrimmon '25 opened up the season in San Diego at Point Loma Nazarene University entering in a total of 5 events in October for the season opener.

Luke Ortiz-Grabe '24, Aidan Boyd '24, and Isabella Nevin '24 competed in the University of Nebraska-Lincoln tournament virtually this past weekend and all advanced to finals rounds. Their combined scores earned CC 3rd Place Overall Sweepstakes award, competing against 13 other schools. Luke placed 1st overall in Extemporaneous Speaking, 2nd in Persuasive Speaking. Aidan placed 3rd in Extemporaneous Speaking, 3rd in Impromptu Speaking, and 2nd in Informative Speaking. Great job to all three students! (Sarah Hinkle)

The Team:

Dean of Students/Vice President for Student Life highlights:

**CCCC has introduced the Lunch and Learn Series:** (Amy Lewis)

The Lunch and Learn Staff Speaker Series is an opportunity for staff within the Student Life Division to share their expertise on a topic related to their field, their career journey, or their passions/talents outside of CC. Staff in the division are invited to attend and enjoy lunch while they learn from their colleagues and form connections with staff throughout the division.

We have had two speakers so far – Molly Hadley and Flor Ramirez. Our upcoming speaker is Dean Dickey which will take place on December 12th from 12:00-1:00 pm in McHugh Commons.

Dean Dickey has hosted Donuts with the Dean which included new students who were a part of the bridge program and also residential experience folks.

Dean Dickey and CCSGA president Dore Young have been working very hard this year and have been meeting regularly. Dean Dickey hosted 2 dinners this semester in Stewart House to engage with CCSGA members.

We also did a division-wide meeting with CCSGA to have an open discussion regarding mental health. (Amy Lewis)